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Numerical sea ice model of a future Arctic 

Li et al. (2024), Nature Climate Change; model: FESOM
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Simulated details matter to people

Evaluate high-resolution simulations to improve 
• Sea ice rheology 
• Land fast ice 
• Ice thickness distribution 

➡Combine models and observations: Data Assimilation for 
better prediction



towards feature based analysis
• detection and tracking algorithm (Linow and Dierking, 2017, Hutter et al. 2019):  

• result: list of linear kinematic feature (LKF) objects with temporal evolution

RGPS total deformation after filtering segments of LKFs reconnected LKFs
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feature based analysis, examples

• many more: number of LKFs, orientation, 
length, growth rates (Hutter and Losch, 2020) 

• SIREx (Bouchat et al 2022, Hutter et al 2022)

Figure 10. (a) The relative frequency of lifetime of LKFs in RGPS data and both simulations. The LKFs detected and tracked in the

simulations are reduced to the RGPS coverage. The dashed line are fits to exponential tails. The rate of the exponential tail in day�1 is given

in the legend. (b) Lifetime of modeled LKFs reduced to the RGPS coverage (dots and dashed lines) and unfiltered (crosses and dash-dotted

lines).

amount of long lifetimes is reduced by the varying coverage with the rate of the exponential tail decreasing to 0.21day�1,

which corresponds to an increase in mean lifetime of ⇠ 50%. For the ITD simulation the effect is similar.

4.3.2 LKF growth rates

Failure propagates quickly through the sea ice cover. This propagation can be modified or even stopped by changing forcing

conditions. The growth rates of persistent LKFs provide information about these processes. We define the growth rate as the5

change in length of an LKF divided by the time between two records. In detail, we compute the area where both LKFs of

a tracked pair overlap following the definition of overlap from Hutter et al. (2019) to determine how much of the change in

length is attributed to growth and shrinking. This overlapping area is the part of the LKF that is seen in both time records. All

parts of the LKF from the first time record that do not lie in the overlapping area are parts of the LKF that become inactive in

the next time record. We associate the shrinking rate to these changes. Analogously, the LKF grows by the parts of the LKF10

in the second time record that lie outside of the overlapping area. These changes are associated with the (positive) growth

rate. For completeness we also compute the growth rates of newly formed LKFs as their initial length divided by the temporal

resolution.

All three growth rates follow an exponential distribution for the RGPS data and both model simulations (Fig. 11). Positive

growth has the largest growth rates and the slowest decay of the exponential tail. The growth rate distributions of newly formed15

LKFs have the steepest exponential tails, but a higher probability of small growth rates (< 50km/day). This implies that it is

more likely for an existing LKF to grow longer than for a new one to form. From a physical point of view, this is plausible
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idealized compression experiments show limits
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Sea ice rheology outlook
• Continuum mechanics 

• Viscous-plastic (VP) with different (and new) yield curves 
• Brittle models, e.g. Maxwell-Elasto-brittle (MEB), BBM (Olason et al 2022) 

• Discrete element models, e.g. SubZero (Manucharyan and Montemuro, 2022, JAMES)
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Landfast ice

• vanilla ice dynamics 
don’t cut it 

• additional 
paramterizations are 
necessary (e.g. 
Lemieux et al. 
2015/2016) 

• basal drag, lateral drag, 
shear strength 

• resolution appears to 
be a player, too

manuscript submitted to JGR: Oceans

Figure 7. Landfast ice frequency for January to May in 2001-2007 in the Kara Sea with data

in the two weeks with exceptionally large landfast ice in 2002 and 2006 excluded. (a) LD + BD

with lateral drag Cs = 5 ⇥ 10
�5

ms
�2

and k1 = 7, k2 = 10Nm
�3

. The solid and dashed isolines

represent 25m and 60m depth contours in the Kara Sea respectively. (b) NIC data.

Table 3. Landfast ice statistics of di↵erent model simulations with respect to observations in

2001-2007 (10
4
km

2
).

Regions
LD BD LD+BD

RMSD MD RMSD MD RMSD MD

Kara Sea 5.23 -0.80 4.95 -2.91 5.53 0.94

Laptev Sea 8.04 -5.58 4.55 -1.06 4.55 -0.43

East Siberian Sea 9.89 -6.53 7.32 3.44 7.72 3.89

Beaufort Sea 2.51 -0.63 1.70 0.18 2.74 1.02

–21–

Dashed line: 60 m isobath

Liu et al. (2023)
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dynamic ice thickness distribution: redistribution + ridging

• ice concentration equation is replaced by an equation for 
thickness distribution function g(h)

∂c
∂t

= − ∇ ⋅ (c u) + Sc ⟶
∂g
∂t

= − ∇ ⋅ (ug) −
∂
∂h

( fg) + Ψ
ridging function
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• ice concentration equation is replaced by an equation for 
thickness distribution function g(h)

Confidential manuscript submitted to JGR-Oceans

Figure 4. Semi-logarithmic plot of average ice draft hd or ice and snow thickness ht against probability

density in each category for three regional ITD. Blue crosses for model values, red lines for observations. The

dashed black lines indicate exponential fits to the model results.
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Figure 5. Example of variability in ITDs on small local scales. Plotted are ITDs from 50km submarine

track segments (red line) with a snapshot from the nearest grid cell (blue bars). All five observations are taken

in Fram Strait in spring (S5).
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from Ungermann and Losch (2018)red: observations, blue: model
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Ice strength parameterizations

• Hibler (1979) is simple and plausible, but “ad-hoc” with little physical 
basis. 

• Rothrock (1975) invokes potential energy arguments (“potential 
energy produced per unit area per unit strain in pure convergence”), 
but requires Ice Thickness Distribution sub-model, in practice leads 
to heterogeneous strength fields  effectively weaker pack ice 
(Ungermann et al. 2017)

⇒

Hibler (1979): P = P*(hc) e−C*(1−c)

Rothrock (1975): P = Cf Cp ∫
∞

0
h2ωr(h) dh



Parameterisation

• Dynamic ice thickness 
distribution (ITD) and 
different formulation of ice 
strength (Rothrock, 1975, 
Thorndike et al 1975) 

• Nils Hutter, unpublished
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Can we predict the heterogeneity?

Mohammadi-Aragh et al., 2018



2018 Wandel Sea polynya north of Greenland
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Figure 4. Modeled sea ice drift and divergence rate (1st column),480

maximum compressive stress (2nd column), and SIDT (3rd column) on 13481

February 2018 (1st row), 17 February 2018 (2nd row), 26 February 2018482

(3rd row).483
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Summary

• High-resolution sea models allow more realistic simulations 
and potentially predictions with useful information about the 
ice state for those who depend on sea ice 

• How will current methods fare in future Arctic sea ice? 
• Rheology, brittle rheologies, DEM 
• Sub-grid-scale parameterisation (landfast ice, ITD) 
• Predictability of details (LKFs)


